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Welcome to real doors

Exterior timber doors catalogue

You want it to be beautiful, quiet and safe. To be able to
say as much about you as possible – about your tastes,
desires and values. You want good emotions and sincere
gestures to be born from it. And for it to never lack warmth.
You just want it to be... real.

A real home needs a real door. Such doors are made of real wood, obtained
in accordance with nature – that is in accordance with you and your concern
for the welfare of your loved ones. The kind that came from the work of human
hands, treating the raw material as a treasure, with love. Solid and lasting like
family ties, because they are designed with every domestic challenge in mind.
Guarding warmth and peace, which you need so much when you come back
home from the cold and hectic world outside. And in your style. The kind you’ve
always dreamed of, and the kind we’ve turned from dream to reality.

Prawdziwe drzwi do prawdziwego
domu
Dlatego tutaj wszystko jest takie,
jakie powinno być: prawdziwe,
naturalne, przyjazne.

Our doors are made of the most perfect
composite matter, that is natural wood –
a 100% renewable and therefore truly
eco-friendly raw material.
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Arbo
Collection
We love wood. It constitutes the basis of all our doors.
Do you love it too? Do you think that there is no real home without
real wooden doors? If so, discover the Arbo collection, which
is based on the natural charm of real wooden boards, allowing
you to fully appreciate their colour, design, texture and warmth,
which can be felt when you touch it. Linear planks will work well
both in houses arranged sparingly, in an innovative way, as well
as in those in a more rustic style.

90 mm
RC2 burglar
resistance class

heat transfer coefficient
even 0,58W/m²K

Thermo
standard

102 mm
Arctic
standard

90 mm
Presenta
standard

Any door from this collection is available in 17 eco-friendly finishes highlighting
the oak and almost all the colours of the world from the RAL palette.
See more on pp. 38-39.

All you need to decide is whether you prefer
vertical or horizontal. The fact that technical
parameters go hand in hand with aesthetics
remains unsaid. In love, certain things can be
understood without words.

ARB 1

Kverko
OAK | Winchester
WALA Q10 | square pull bar | right angle mounted I RAL 9005

ARB 2

Fago
door model: Kverko | standard: Presenta | colour: Winchester |
sidelights: black aluminium cladding | glass: reflective graphite |
handle: Wala pull bar | escutcheon: Slim
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OAK I Clear Lacquer (oil paint)
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ARB 3

ARB 6

Pino

Karpeno

OAK | Clear Lacquer (oil paint)

OAK I Bleached Oak (oil paint)

Good to know
Doors must fully satisfy your needs. That is
why we give you the opportunity to decide
not only about the aesthetics, but also
about the technical parameters. Explore the
available finishing standards (p. 32).
ARB 4

ARB 7

Piceo

Saliko

OAK | Clear Lacquer (oil paint)

OAK | Golden Oak

ARB 5

Acero
OAK | Clear Lacquer (oil paint)
WALA Q10 | square pull bar | right angle mounted I RAL 9005
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Knight
Collection
Why the Knight collection? Because the doors that it includes
are like the knights of our times. We combine natural,
time-tested wood with inox, corten steel or quartz sinters
and specially designed fittings. As a result, the traditional
material is given a designer armour and the door suits all
modern arrangements. Thus, you will have real wooden doors
(not made of steel or PVC) – beautiful and making sure your
home is always well protected.

78 mm
RC2 burglar
resistance class

heat transfer coefficient
even 0,58W/m²K

Thermo
standard

90 mm
Arctic
standard

90 mm
Presenta
standard

Any door from this collection is available in 21 eco-friendly finishes highlighting
the wood and almost all the colours of the world from the RAL palette.
See more on pp. 38-39.

If a real home for you is a modern home in terms
of style and technical solutions, then place a knight
from the Knight collection at your entrance.

RYC 11

Zawisza
KNOTTY OAK | Bleached Oak

RYC 13

Walkiria
door model: Jagienka | standard: Presenta | exterior cladding: corten steel|
height: 2.5 m | handle: Wala pull bar with built-in fingerprint reader |
escutcheon: Slim
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OAK | RAL 9005
WALA | one-sided recessed pull handle
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RYC 01

RYC 12

Dragon

Zyndram

OAK | Golden Oak

OAK I Walnut

Good to know
The trendy anthracite colour is available in all
our door collections. Do you like it? Choose it
for your home.

RYC 06

RYC 03

Longinus

Florian

OAK | RAL 7016

PINE | RAL 9016

Good to know
Your safety is our priority. That is why we offer all
entrance doors in the Thermo, Arctic and Presenta
standards in the European burglar resistance
class RC2, and optionally – also in the RC3 class
(Thermo standard). All our glazing units are triple
or double glazed with P4 security glass.
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RYC 04

RYC 14

Jagienka

Mszczuj

KNOTTY OAK | Winchester (oil paint)
WALA Q10 | square pull bar | right angle mounted I RAL 9005

OAK I Winchester
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Designer Jagienka
Jagienka is a unique door – in oak or pine veneer it looks truly magnificent. But we also offer this
model in four trendy claddings.
You can “dress” your door in e.g. very fashionable corten steel, quartz slate, quartz sinter or
aluminium. And you can always be sure: this door is unique – real, wooden, surprising from the
outside with its distinctive beauty, and additionally protected against adverse weather conditions.

Corten steel
The special anti-corrosive plate looks genuinely rusty
but is actually covered with a beautiful layer of patina.
Additionally, corten steel protects wooden doors
against sun, frost, rain and mechanical damage.

Quartz slate
This beautiful natural stone, obtained using
mechanical delamination, covers the leaf
and door frame of the Jagienka door
(Presenta standard with concealed hinges).
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Aluminium

Quartz sinter

Aluminium cladding gives the Jagienka wooden doors an
ultramodern look – ideally suited to modernist architecture.
Natural wood provides excellent thermal insulation, and
aluminium provides additional resistance to external factors.
In this finish, real doors perfectly match the most popular
garage doors or plastic windows.

This cladding is produced from natural ground granite
rocks with the addition of dyes. When we cover the
Jagienka door with it, we achieve not only an amazing
visual effect, but also optimal hardness and resistance
to dog or cat claws. The frame is best covered with
matching aluminium.

Designer Jagienka
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AluTherm
Collection
Would you like your real wooden doors to be even more
functional? No wonder – a real home requires multitasking.
With this in mind, we have created the AluTherm collection,
which is characterised by the use of aluminium cladding
on the exterior side of the door. Aluminium, used in aviation
and robotics, is resistant to weather conditions and maintenance
free, while not taking away from the charm and thermal
properties of the wood used inside the house.

82 mm
RC2 burglar
resistance class

heat transfer coefficient
even 0,58W/m²K

Thermo
standard

94 mm
Arctic
standard

94 mm
Presenta
standard

Any door from this collection is available in almost all the colours of the world from the RAL
palette. Exterior claddings can be matt or glitter (also Anthracite Quartz) and on the inside –
in 21 finishes highlighting the wood grain.
See more on pp. 38-39.

You can fully enjoy the synergy effect of the
two materials. A large selection of aluminium
coating colours, including those with wood grain
appearance, will allow you to perfectly match
the door to your windows and garage door.

ALU 02

Dekasuw
OAK | RAL 7016 (exterior aluminium cladding)

ALU 11 INX

ZeptoInox
door model: Megacal | standard: Presenta | colour: 3-12 |
glass: reflective bronze | handle: Wala pull bar | escutcheon: Diva
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OAK | RAL 6033 (exterior aluminium cladding)
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ALU 01

ALU 05

Decyuran

Megacal

OAK | Golden Oak (exterior wood grain aluminium cladding)

OAK | RAL 9011 (exterior aluminium cladding)
WALA Q10 | square pull bar | right angle mounted | stainless steel

Good to know
Wood and aluminium are the perfect
combination of natural warmth and timeless
beauty with maximum durability, safety and
easy maintenance. Enjoy this unique union.

ALU 04

Gigaball
OAK I RAL 7045 (exterior aluminium cladding)

Good to know

ALU 09 INX

We have over a hundred types of dedicated
aluminium claddings for the AluTherm
collection. You can also choose from almost
any colour in the world, available in three
textures: smooth, fine-structured and glitter.
Try the colours from the CAL colour chart
or the RAL or NCS palettes.

NanoInox
OAK | Anthracite Quartz (exterior aluminium cladding)
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Movie Stars
Collection
Every house is a different story. In order to make it unique, its cast
should be joined by... a real wooden door. The ones from the
Movie Stars collection are really able to shine – their hallmark
is glass. The panes can be painted and beveled or take
the practical form of a one-way mirror. When combined
with a warm pattern of natural wood, these doors
are perfectly suited for houses in which the trends matter.

78 mm
structure meeting
RC2 burglar
resistance class

heat transfer coefficient
even 0,58W/m²K

Thermo
standard

90 mm
Arctic
standard

90 mm
Presenta
standard

Any door from this collection is available in 21 eco-friendly finishes highlighting
the wood and almost all the colours of the world from the RAL palette.
The doors from the Movie Stars collection combine
two natures as only the best actors can do
– attractively and not giving in to the effects of time.
It quickly turns out that they need to be given the
leading role. There is a reason we named them after
the biggest movie stars.

See more on pp. 38-39.

FILM 06

Greta
KNOTTY OAK | Winchester

FILM 09

Marlene
door model: Sophia | standard: Arctic | colour: Winchester Knotty Oak |
glass: front black beveled pane attached to the reflective bronze insulated unit |
handle: Diva

20

PINE | RAL 3020
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FILM 02

FILM 10

Brigitte

Marylin

PINE | RAL 9016

OAK | Winchester

Good to know
Are you looking for elegance?
Choose a unique option on the market –
front black beveled pane.

FILM 04

Elizabeth
KNOTTY OAK | Bleached Oak

Good to know
Timber doors are designed and built to last
for years. That is why we protect the bottom
of the door with an additional metal kick
plate that prevents accidental damages.

FILM 05

Grace
OAK | Anthracite (oil paint)
22
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Vintage
Collection
A real home must have a vibe. And that depends both on
the people who live in it and the actions aimed at making
the house beautiful and unique. With the Vintage collection
you can give your home a unique retro style right from the
entrance door. Specially selected, hand-processed wood, the
ability to create an original portal with the use of side and top
transoms or stained-glass work, the perfect finishing... All this
makes a real wooden vintage style door.

78 mm
RC2 burglar
resistance class

heat transfer coefficient
even 0,58W/m²K

Thermo
standard

90 mm
Arctic
standard

90 mm
Presenta
standard

Any door from this collection is available in 21 eco-friendly finishes highlighting
the wood and almost all the colours of the world from the RAL palette.
In brief: sophisticated elegance with a classic look.
And with a sense of the times because the structure
of the models available in this collection meets the
requirements of energy-efﬁcient houses and the
highest safety standards while providing excellent
insulation. Regardless of... the vibe.

See more on pp. 38-39.

VIN 02

Wiktoria
OAK | Walnut

VIN 03

Adelajda
door model: Lhotse | standard: Arctic | colour: Bourton | handle: Diva
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OAK | RAL 9016
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VIN 09

VIN 11

Długie

Okrągłe

KNOTTY OAK | Teak

OAK | Winchester (oil paint)

Good to know
Our doors can be equipped with a number
of smart solutions that will bring your house
closer to the house of tomorrow, and provide
you with comfort and peace.
Control your door and monitor its opening
with a smartphone! See more on p. 46.
VIN 10

VIN 12

Garbaś

Zelwa

PINE | RAL 6029

OAK | Dark Teak

Good to know
Door appearance just like in the good
old days. And behind it, the technology
of tomorrow. Vintage is a very well
thought-out trend in design today.
Think about it.
VIN 05

Lhotse
OAK | RAL 9016
26
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Classic
Collection
Times change. And yet certain things remain unchanged,
providing a sense of tranquility, stability and harmony.
Therefore, in a real home there will always be a place
for classics and real wooden doors. So if you are looking
for traditional arrangement solutions, solid wood furniture,
objects with a soul... And even if despite your space being
a sign of modernity and minimalism, you are still willing to put
an old family cupboard in it... Then consider a classic door.

65 mm
structure meeting heat transfer coefficient
RC2 burglar
from 1.3 W/m²K
resistance class

Komfort
standard

Any door from this collection is available in 21 eco-friendly finishes highlighting
the wood and almost all the colours of the world from the RAL palette.
See more on pp. 38-39.

In the Classic collection you will ﬁnd timeless
designs with proven craftsmanship. Beautiful
and noble. Guaranteeing warmth and silence.
Traditional, yet advanced enough to stay with
you forever.

KLAS 03

Koruna
OAK | Walnut

KLAS 08

Szczeliniec
door model: Koruna | standard: Comfort | colour: RAL 1018 (door), RAL 9016 (frame) |
glass: clear | handle: Solid
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OAK | Dark Teak
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KLAS 01

KLAS 07

Czantoria

Sokół

OAK | Winchester

PINE | RAL 6028

KLAS 13

Good to know

Good to know

On request, we can adjust the height and
width of the door and make the door
frame thicker. We believe in the principle
that anything is possible – a ﬂexible
approach and a professional analysis of
the conditions are enough. So tell us what
we can do for you.

Each project is treated individually.
Sidelights, transoms and stained-glass
windows allow us to create original classic
style portals. Customise your home to suit
your tastes!
KLAS 10

Równica

Śnieżka

PINE | Teak

PINE | RAL 9016

KLAS 05

Skalniak
OAK | RAL 9017
30
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Parameters
Have you chosen your door? If so, select the door standard to be built: Thermo, Arctic, Presenta
or Comfort. Doors in these standards differ in thickness (i.e. thermal and sound insulation
parameters), number of seals, fittings and burglary resistance class.
All information about the standards can be found in the table on the following page.

Thermo

Arctic

Presenta

Comfort

Heat transfer coefficient
(Ud)

0.9 W/m²K
pine and oak doors
glazed and unglazed

0.58 W/m²K
pine reference door
unglazed

0.81 W/m²K
pine and oak doors
glazed and unglazed

1.3 W/m²K
pine and oak doors
glazed and unglazed

Security class

RC2 1)
RC3 2)

RC2 1)

RC2 1)

RC2 5)

78 mm
82 mm 3)
90 mm 4)

90 mm
94 mm 3)
102 mm 4)

90 mm
94 mm 3)

65 mm

Door sash thickness
solid wood frame
(engineered wood, top rail)

selected
waterproof plywood

solid wood frame
(engineered wood, hinge stile)

metal stabilisers
which strengthen the door
and improve security

burglar-proof rebate
(top of the line in security)

solid wood frame
(engineered wood, lock stile)

secure, weather tightness
and convenience
multi-point lock

thermally insulated core

solid wood frame
(engineered wood, bottom rail)

veneer 60% thicker than that
of other manufacturers
(almost 1 mm thick – specially
developed for CAL)

door furniture
(numerous hardware options
for manual and “smart” operating)

Door reinforcement

steel or aluminium
stabilisers

steel or aluminium
stabilisers

aluminium
stabilisers

steel or aluminium
stabilisers

Door frame
(W/D)

65 mm / 105 mm

65 mm / 105 mm

88 mm / 90 mm

65 mm / 105 mm

Hinges

4 hinges
adjustable in 3 directions

4 hinges
adjustable in 3 directions

3 concealed hinges
adjustable in 3 directions

4 hinges
adjustable in 3 directions

Lock

Mechanical
3-Point Locking System

Automatic
3-Point Locking System

Automatic
3-Point Locking System

Mechanical
3-Point Locking System

Glass

Low-E
triple glazed
with P4 security glass

Low-E
triple glazed
with P4 security glass

Low-E
triple glazed
with P4 security glass

Low-E
double glazed
with P4 security glass

Airtightness

double gasket system

triple gasket system

double gasket system

double gasket system

Threshold

strength A++
weatherproof A++
thermal insulation A++

strength A++
weatherproof A++
thermal insulation A++

strength A+
weatherproof A+
thermal insulation A+

strength A++
weatherproof A++
thermal insulation A++

Door collection

Arbo, Knight, AluTherm,
Vintage, Movie Stars

Arbo, Knight, AluTherm,
Vintage, Movie Stars

Arbo, Knight, AluTherm,
Vintage, Movie Stars

Classic

1) Tested, approved and certified (does not apply to the Movie Stars Collection).
2) Tested, approved and certified (applies to selected designs without glazing, at an extra charge).
3) Door sash thickness (AluTherm collection).
4) Door sash thickness (Arbo collection).
5) Equivalent to RC2 class.

selected
waterproof plywood
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Custom-made

door model: Kverko single door and dummy sash sidelight|
standard: Presenta | colour: Winchester | glass: front one-way
mirror pane attached to the reflective bronze insulated unit |
handle: Solid

door model: Kverko single door and dummy sash sidelight |
standard: Presenta | colour: Winchester | glass: milk glass|
handle: Solid

door model: Kverko single door and dummy sash sidepanel
with black aluminium cladding | standard: Presenta|
colour: Winchester | handle: AXA rectangular pull bar right
angle mounted and ring escutcheon

door model: Kverko single door and dummy sash overpanel with grey aluminium
cladding | standard: Presenta | colour: Winchester| handle: Diva

door model: Jagienka single door and transom | standard: Presenta|
colour: Winchester | glass: milk glass | handle: Solid

door model: Jagienka single door and dummy sash
overpanel |standard: Presenta | colour: Winchester|
handle: Solid

For years we have been specialising in non-standard solutions. This is why we are able to meet
practically all your wishes regarding door width and height, shape, glazing, sidelights, transoms, etc.
You can therefore have any door you want – real, wooden and yours alone.

Dostępne standardy

door model: Jagienka with two dummy sash sidepanels | standard: Thermo | colour OUT: RAL 3001
colour IN: Knotty Oak Clear Lacquer | handle: Diva
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door model: double door bespoke design with diamond
raised panels | standard: Thermo | colour: RAL 7016 |
glass: milk glass | handle: Solid

Custom-made

door model: Jagienka and double sidelight |standard: Thermo |
colour: Winchester (door), RAL 7016 (frame) | glass: milk glass |
handle: Solid
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So many possibilities!
3D Hinges: standard or concealed
available with the Presenta door standard
1)

1)

transoms: rectangular or arched, glazed
or opaque, fixed or dummy sash construction

Durability

TOP ® 50% OFF
when ordering with
any CAL exterior doors.

Want your house door to not only be reliable, but also to retain its beauty for many
years to come? We understand this perfectly well. That’s why we have a few solutions
for you that will definitely increase their durability.

ROTO threshold

included in the price of the door

options: double door, arch door, bespoke design,
dual colours, with porthole, different frame jambs
thicknesses, door casing, fixed lights, sidelights,
transoms, manual or smart operating, wide range
of standard glazing etc.

The ROTO low, thermally broken threshold is an innovative design that ensures
a more stable door fitting and at the same time reduces the use of heat energy.
This threshold is impervious to water, does not freeze and is only 20 mm above
floor level. Its thermal insulation can be even better thanks to the application of the
Thermal Threshold Beam® protecting the building against frost.
Thermally broken ROTO
low threshold upgraded
with TOP® component

TOP®. Thermal Threshold Beam
optional at an extra charge

This is our patented (P402608) solution – a compact and very durable thermal
insulation filling (eliminates thermal bridges) placed under the door threshold
and increasing the stability of the frame and leaf fixing. As a protection of the space
under the TOP® and to give your CAL door even even better thermal characteristics,
we offer a durable and sound foundation for TOP® – this solid subframe block
made of Purenit® is a structural element that provides extremely good insulation
and structural performance for many years service.

door accessories: manual, automatic or electric
locks, handles or pull bars, keyed alike lock
cylinders, access control systems, concealed
door closer etc.

Natural veneer – close to 1 mm!
colours: wide range of natural oak or pine veneer
standard finishes including the RAL palette

made to measure: maximum configuration width: up to 2950 mm.
Maximum configuration height: up to 3000 mm (door frame up to 2500 mm)
– all in the RC2 burglar resistance class
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Custom-made

Corner of the CAL door built in the
Arctic standard (suitable for Passive
Houses). Door sash 90 mm thick,
triple gasket system, standard hinges,
thermally broken low threshold
upgraded with TOP® component

Our veneers have a lot more wood – 0.8 mm (other manufacturers usually offer
almost twice as thin a veneer of 0.5 mm). And the thicker the veneer, the more
durable the door is, the more impactresistant it is, the better it ages and the longer
it will delight you with its natural appearance – without any sanded-through spots
and glue outflows, which can ruin the final effect. They are also easier to refurbish
if necessary after many years. All in accordance with the eco-friendly principle
of Less Waste, which we have always followed.

Care
Doors must be cared for as much as every working element of a house.
If you want them to look new even after many years of intensive use, apply
a care product without alkaline or solvent substances 2-3 times a year.
We recommend the Ottimo Door Care kit – an eco-friendly product for
cleaning, refreshing and regenerating wooden surfaces.

Durability
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Oak

Finishes
Beautiful and functional doors. Exactly the way you want them. Real, well-designed, with the
unique appearance of natural wood. Protected by eco-friendly varnishes or oil paint.

Teak

Dark Teak

White Oak

Old Oak

Winchester

Afromosia

Teak

Afromosia

NEW

Pine

Oak

You can easily match them to the style, colour of the facade and architecture of the building,
as well as other elements of woodwork, such as plastic windows or metal garage doors.

NEW

NEW

Clear Lacquer (oil paint)

Golden Oak

Walnut

Ebony

Anthracite (oil paint)

RAL 9016 White

RAL 7016 Anthracite

Clear Lacquer

NEW – pastel stained wood background texture

Dark Teak

NEW

White Oak (oil paint)

Norton

NEW – pastel stained wood background texture

Burford

NEW – pastel stained wood background texture

Bourton

Eco varnish
Walnut

Winchester (oil paint)

RAL and NCS colour palettes

The CAL coating system is based on waterborne, ecological products – extremely durable and safe for the environment.
The varnish coating system brings out and highlights the beauty of natural wood (optimal transparency), and also
allows the wood to “breathe”. After drying, the varnished surface becomes sufficiently smooth, hard and elastic.
Differences in colour, grain and structure result from the unique characteristics of the natural raw material that is wood.
Therefore, the colours and patterns are presented in this catalogue only for illustration, because no visualisation will give
a 100% accurate impression of the beauty of your absolutely unique door.

By choosing a colour from the RAL palette, for a small
extra fee you gain access to almost all the colours
of the world.
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Doors well-suited
to gates and windows

Door glazing

Real wood front doors have a special function in the house. They work all year round, every day
– from morning till night. They open and close. They protect the household members from uninvited
guests. They are durable, reliable and, importantly, colour-matched to the most popular plastic
window and garage door colours available on the market, such as Golden Oak, Walnut, Winchester
or Anthracite Quartz.

• thermo-insulating, single- and doublechamber glass with low-emissions
and warm edge spacers
• burglar-proof in the P4 class, i.e. in one of the higher classes of burglar-proof
security. P4 class glass is resistant to puncture and breakage with a blunt or
sharp tool. It consists of two 4 mm panes bonded with four 0.38 mm
PVB foil layers
• sun protection – through-coloured, reflective and highly selective glass.

door model: Megacal | standard: Thermo |
colour: RAL 7016 Anthracite | handle: Solid

What kind of glass will you get as standard?

Which types of glass can you choose optionally?
stained and textured glass
sandblasted or milk glass
internal and external Georgian Bars
one-way mirror for high privacy and sun protection
Please note: The perception of one-way transmission is achieved when one
side of the mirror is brightly lit and the other side is dark. This allows viewing
from the darkened side but not vice versa.

Select the glass for your entrance

•
•
•
•
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Standard in CAL doors:
Low-E security glass, triple glazing

Decormat glass

Sandblasted glass with translucent stripes

Clear glass

Milk glass

Reﬂective bronze glass

Reﬂective graphite glass

Finishes
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What kind of door handle?
It’s up to you. All door accessories should fit together and elegantly highlight the architectural style
of your home. This is important.
More door accessories at the drzwi-cal.pl website.

Diva

Prestige

Jupiter

lever handle | F9 Titanium

lever handle | F6 Stainless Steel

one-sided lever handle | F8 Black

Available ﬁnishes: F4 Old Gold,
F6 Stainless Steel, F9 Titanium

Available ﬁnishes: F4 Old Gold,
F6 Stainless Steel, F9 Titanium

Available ﬁnishes: F4 Old Gold,
F6 Stainless Steel, F8 Black, F9 Titanium

ULMAR pull bar x7zO

ULMAR pull bar x7zO

AXA pull bar

model: z29

model: z11

F6 Stainless Steel

Available ﬁnish: F6 Stainless Steel

Available ﬁnish: grab bar of oiled
oak wood solid, supports of black
metal

Available ﬁnishes: F4 Old Gold,
F6 Stainless Steel, F8 Black,
F9 Titanium

Flush pull handle
recessed grip

Good to know
Also ask for the viewfinder, door
knocker, bumper and door closer.

WALA pull bar Q10-squer
Europroﬁle Cylinder
and Thumbturn

Hinge covers

Available cylinder ﬁnishes:
Brass, Chrome

Available ﬁnishes: F4 Old Gold,
F6 Stainless Steel, F8 Black, F9 Titanium

Available thumbturn ﬁnishes:
F4 Old Gold, F6 Stainless Steel,
F8 Black, F9 Titanium
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model: z29 |
right angle mounted
Availavle ﬁnish: F6 Stainless Steel,
RAL colours
Options: built-in electric devices
(e.g. fingerprint reader,
keypad, sensor)

Finishes

Ring escutcheon

Good to know
The style of a door pull bar is usually
one-sided (on the other side of the door
a regular door handle is mounted), but
on request we can equip the door with
a bar on two sides.

Good to know
Door pulls are also part of the smart home system.
They can be retrofitted with additional devices like: finger
scanners, electric switches, sensors etc. See more on p. 46.
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Secure your home with a multipoint locking system

Security

M2.1 Comes with each door built in Thermo or Comfort standard
and optional without surcharge for other door standards

M2.1.1 Optional with surcharge for all door standards

Mechanical 3-Point Locking System
(1 cylinder, 2 hooks, latch and deadbolt)
Cylinder activates the hook locking mechanism
and the deadbolt. Entrance/Exit via key (thumbturn) or lever.

Mechanical 4-Point Locking System
(2 cylinders, 2 hooks, latch and 2 deadbolts)
Bottom cylinder activates the hook locking mechanism and the main
deadbolt. Upper cylinder operates as an independent additional
deadbolt. Entrance/Exit via key (thumbturn) or lever.

M3.1.1

AV3

A real home is a place where everyone should feel absolutely safe. Therefore, every
detail of burglary protection should be taken care of. Choose the level of security for
your home and be sure that no one unwanted will disturb your peace of mind.

RC2 and RC3 – burglar-proof standards
All doors in Thermo, Arctic and Presenta standards are RC2 certified* and are equipped with burglar-proof
rebate, Winkhaus three-point locks and triple glazed units with P4 security glass, as well as anti-theft inserts and
escutcheons (optional). Their resistance to burglary is confirmed by certificates obtained in notified bodies.

RC3 – enhanced security
We offer the first timber doors on the Polish market with a higher RC3 burglary resistance class
(optional at an extra charge):
•
•
•
•
•

Comes with each door built in RC3 class and
optional with surcharge for other door standards

door-leaf reinforced with two steel plates on both sides of an insulating core
door frames reinforced with aluminium profiles
4 heavy-duty hinges
five-point lock with additional upper deadbolt for extra security or quick-locking option
two anti-burglary inserts.

Secure transoms and sidelights
Now you can choose a door with sidelights in the RC2 burglar
-proof class (the only such secure option on the market), glazed
with P4 security glass – with a CAL burglar-proof installation system.
P4 security glass is a laminated glass (VSG 44.4). It consists of two
4 mm panes bonded with four 0.38 mm PVB foil layers. The foil
between the glasses prevents the glass from scattering and, at the
same time, is a significant obstacle for unwanted persons who want
to enter the house.

Good to know
Looking for entrance doors on the market?
Always ask your dealer for a burglar-proof
certificate and check if it applies to the door
itself or to the sidelights as well.

Mechanical 5-Point Locking System
(2 cylinders, 3 hooks, latch and 2 deadbolts)
Bottom cylinder activates the hook locking mechanism and the
main deadbolt. Upper cylinder operates as an independent
additional deadbolt. Entrance/Exit via key (thumbturn) or lever.

Exterior timber doors catalogue

AV3 Automatic 3-Point Locking System
(1 cylinder, 2 dual hooks, latch and deadbolt)
This system automatically activates and releases the dual hooks once the door is closed,
keeping it secure from intruders without the need to use the key. Locking elements can
be retracted manually using the locking cylinder or door handle.
AV3-E is a retrofitted AV3 lock. The AV3-E is not only capable of mechanically locking
doors, but it can also unlock them with a motorised opening function. Can be operated
with all access control systems with potential-free contact (fingerprint, smartphone,
wireless, intercom etc.).

* Movie Stars collection with equipment meeting RC2 class.
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Comes with each door built in Arctic or Presenta standard
and optional with surcharge for other door standards
AV3-E Optional with surcharge for all door standards

Security
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Smart operating

Welcome to real doors

You no longer need a key to access the house. All you need is a smartphone or a finger
touching a fingerprint reader. Simple? Very much so. And so convenient! Use the latest
keyless access control technology that will make your home even more friendly,
safe and secure.

What can replace a traditional door key?

Come closer, examine, study every detail... Touch. Open and close. Can you feel it?
That’s a real wood door. Real not only because it makes your dreams come true,
but also because it tells the truth about us.
We’re inspired by nature. That’s why we’re eco-friendly. Grateful for every tree, we plant even more new trees every
year in place of the felled ones – this is our “A Tree for a Door” policy. In accordance with the principle that nothing
in nature should be wasted (Zero Waste), we also run a Door Clinic, where we restore the shine to the worn-out doors.
And each new one is designed to last for years.
We are a family company, signed with the founder’s name. That is why so important to us are family values – warmth,
trust, attention – which we naturally translate into the sphere of contacts with retailers and end users. We want them
to be sure not only of our professionalism, but also of our care. Thus, we have made wood the basis of our work –
a material that is fully natural, healthy and health-protective (thermals, acoustics). Caring for the welfare of the users of
our doors is simply our job.

Sylwia Ciszewska
Managing Director of CAL
NEW

CAL Connect Click
PLN 1,750 net

CAL Connect AirKey
PLN 1,950 net

CAL Connect BioKey
PLN 4,200 net

Robust AV3-E lock with built-in electric switch
in the pull bar for unlocking the door.

AirKey is a sophisticated and tested access
control system compatible with all CAL doors.
Cylinders are battery-operated locking
components and can work both key cards
and mobile phones.

Robust AV3-E lock with built-in fingerprint
reader either in the door or pull bar for
unlocking the door.

Tree-planting campaign in the Szczebra Forest District
near Augustów, Poland

CAL Connect Smart
PLN 7000 net
Solid eAV3 lock with smartphone control. Advanced system that allows you to remotely open doors
from anywhere in the world and receive real-time information about all entrances to the house and
warnings about unlocked doors.
CAL Connect Smart also offers temporary access restriction functions for selected users, automatic
unlocking of doors and e.g. gate or garage door if you are in the vicinity (geolocation) or security
company notification of burglary (“silent alarm”).

Neither the handles nor the smartphone are included in the package price.
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Smart operating

Welcome to real doors
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www.drzwi-cal.pl
Manufacturer
Zakład Stolarki Budowlanej „CAL”
Z. Cywiński i wspólnicy spółka jawna
ul. Piaskowa 5
16-400 Suwałki
Polska (Poland)
+48 87 563 11 01
biuro@drzwi-cal.pl
www.drzwi-cal.pl
facebook.com/drzwiCAL

The information contained in the catalogue does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Polish Civil Code. Due to the printing technique, the presented colours may differ from the
actual ones. Differences in colour, grain and structure create a natural and unique character of the natural raw material, i.e. wood, and cannot constitute a basis for a complaint. Illustrations,
technical information, data and descriptions contained in this publication corresponded to the actual state at the time of printing. We reserve the right to make changes (without prior notice)
to the dimensions, technical parameters, equipment and improvements of the products presented herein as a result of continuous improvement and development. Please read the installation
instructions before installing the door in the opening. Although every effort has been made to ensure that this publication contains complete and accurate information, we accept no liability
for any omissions or inaccuracies that may appear in it. Retail prices included in the catalogue are average market prices in basic colours with standard equipment. This catalogue does
not set sales prices. All prices in this catalogue are given in Polish zloty (PLN). Price errors cannot be the basis for any claims, including legal claims. Date of entry into force: 20th August 2019,
on this day all other CAL publications concerning the same assortment shall expire.
NOTE: all CAL products are manufactured to individual customer orders and equipped according to their wishes.

